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Cabal's designers are rightfully proud of their immutable approach to package management, Haskell's powerful type system, and of course the brave new world of matrix multiplication. The Cabal package manager supports both local and remote sources, preserving sources in a
previous version if they were added to the package's dependencies. A source can be either a.tar.gz archive or a git repository. The remote source mechanism allows developers to easily version source repositories that they use, allowing versioning of packages that have not yet
been released. So we're now moving from tools to process. Projects such as Hacx, Hexen, Stalin and others are phasing out their mature engines in favor of the new release. We have a growing selection of 'new-and-improved' engines, supported by a broad body of power users.
We've also brought some new development mechanics to the project, such as relocatable files to allow for faster incremental builds, and code stitching to make large complex packages easier to manage. And we're getting to the heart of today's release; the haskell-ide-engine
engine. The haskell-ide-engine is a language server that faithfully serves as a focal point for a whole suite of tools. Its been a relatively long-running project: It predates the existence of LSP! It originally used ghc-mod as its backend before switching to hie-bios, and it provides a
bunch of logic for extracting code completion and symbols etc. out of the GHC API that eventually got absorbed into ghcide. It also has a plugin system which allows external tools to easily interface with LSP. So built into HIE, Floskell, Ormolu and Brittany can provide formatting

whilst GHC, Liquid Haskell and HLint provide diagnostics, all through the same interface.
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the new sound engine allows for dynamic microphone placement and more accurate volume than the original system. rijdenbosch mentioned that the most obvious example of the improved sound are the gunfire effects. in some of the more action-oriented levels (particularly in
multiplayer mode) this will enable sound to be dynamically placed in the world. the original fmod engine had always seemed rather hectic in practice. the visual level editor does a good job of simulating the actual process of level design. it offers tools for formatting levels and
animations, as well as color, lighting, and camera effects. more importantly, it makes the process of visual level design intuitive. we set a floor texture, then we add rock and other content. an empty canister becomes an ammo crate. rijdenbosch goes on to talk about the level

design process as it currently stands in the build. once the designers have created a level based on the visual editor, it is checked to make sure that every door is open, there are no corners or other hard surfaces that would cut off the player, etc. this is a relatively complex and in-
depth process that it would be very difficult to accurately duplicate in the visual editor. the oscillating action of an electric chainsaw usually involves the diesel engine turning one or more large brushes. smaller "feeler" brushes establish contact between the blade and the

bushings, while larger "terminal" brushes complete the circuit, energizing the brush on the opposite end of the electric motor. when the brush moves, energy is transmitted to the armature (the part the armature is connected to) and the armature is forced into a rotation, causing
the blade to turn. the frequency of the brushes oscillation is typically set by adjustable tuning screws located above and below the top of the engine. though it is possible to tune the brushes on some models to higher frequencies, they are usually locked in the factory at 200 to
250 hertz. regardless of the frequency, most electric chainsaws have a noticeable "chattering" sound when operated. electric models commonly come with either one or two electric extension cords for use outdoors, in which case are usually equipped with built-in oilers, choke

valves, and triggering devices; or will have their power cords plugged into an outboard electrical outlet outlet on a wall mountable base or stand. electricity is used for pro models to ensure that they always start, regardless of the ambient temperature. under heavy loading,
however, electric motors may burn out if their rotors become too hot. electric models are commonly equipped with a forward-mounted hand guard, which has a long extension cord, and a rear-mounted extension cord, which is normally plugged into a metal stand, with a fan to

keep the user's hands cool. 5ec8ef588b
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